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LGLC Marches on Washington
By James L. Hudler

ON Apnr 25, 1993, LGLC will padcipate in the 1993 March on
Washington for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Equal Rights and Liberation. And
more, LGLC will have its own program of events concurrent with the March.

LGLC will again use the Washington, DC hotel facilities of the Channel
Inn (650 Water Street SW, Washington DC 20024,202-554-24A0 and 800-

368-5668), which was our base of operations for the October L992 LGLC
Meeting/AIDS quilt gathering and which provided excellent dining, meeting

rooms and overnight accommodations. The Channel Inn's rvaterfront location
on the DC yacht basin is very scenic. Through rnember Philip De Block (201-

991-3395), LGLC has reserved a small number of hotel rooms for out-of-town
attendees. Double rooms cost $80 per night and we have reserved two qpes of
accommodations, (l) Friday, Saturday, Sunday; and (2) Saturday, Sunday

only. To reserve a room in LGLC's block, please telephone Philip De Block.
LGLC members in good standing will have first choice. Rooms will be hard
to find during this March weekend in DC so do call now.

Scheduled events of interest to LGLC members and guests include:
(1) Friday April 23. No formal LGLC functions, but you may want to join

us at the Channel Inn to tour the many March-related events together.
Contact James Hudler or Phil De Block at the Channel Inn.

(2) Saturday April 24. LGLC/GLIL brunch at the home of H. Beard
(1747 S Street NW, Washington DC 20009, 202-483-1311). RSVP by mail or
telephone. This brunch will be both a social affair and an organizing event to
make plans for the Sunday march.

(3) Saturday, 4:30-5:30 pm, LGLC International Business Meeting at
Channel Inn.

(4) Saturday, 6:00-7:00 pm, cocktail hour at the Channel Inn.
(5) Saturday, 7:00-9:00 pm, LGLC Fund Raising Dinner held at Channel

Inn. David Boaz, Executive Vice President of the Cato Institute will speak on
"One, Two, Three, Four, What Are We Marching For?" $30/person.

(6) Saturday, beginning at 9:00 pm, bar tour guided by Rick Sincere.
(7) Sunday April 25, 9:00-11:00 am, breakfast and pre-march gathering

at the Channel Inn.
(8) Sunday, beginning at noon, the March on Washington.
LGLC contact persons include James Hudler (313-475-9192) for general

information; Philip De Block (201-991-3395) for hotel and dinner
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LGLC to Meet
at National LP
Convention

Tup BIANNUAL National
Libertarian Party Convention will be

held in Salt Lake City's Marriott
Hotel September 2-5, 1993. LGLC
will hold its traditional
meeting/social gathering concurrent
with the Convention. At press time
the meeting/party is tentatively
scheduled for Friday evening,
September 3 at the Marriott.
Convention organizer Bob Waldrup
reports that more than a dozen gay

bars add to Salt Lake City's other
attractions. For information about the
National LP Convention write to
Morning Glory Productions, PO Box
526175, Salt Lake City UT 84152.
tr

information; and David Edmondson
(703-519-0034) for March liaison.

Mailing address for the national
March on Washinglon Committee is
PO Box 3460'7, Washinglon DC
20043. n



From the lnternational
Coo rd in ator
By James L. Hudler

LGLC's OcrosEn meeting, held at the Channel Inn
in Washington, DC concurrently with the showing of the
Names Project AIDS quilt, attracted thirty-five attendees
from several different states. During our dinner address,
LP Vice Presidential candidate Nancy Lord spoke about
her campaign and ofthe favorable reception that she and
her running mate Andre Marrou had received.

Prior to the dinner, Lord, accompanied by Richard
Sincere, me, and other members of LGLC, went to see the
quilt, a staggering sight that put in human terms the
enormity of the epidemic that surrounds us.

The quilt exhibition, unfortunately, was cheapened by
the Human fughts Campaign Fund's chattering
endorsements of Clinton/Gore and by 'Mrs. 

Gore's
neofacist ranting as she (foe of our First Amendment
rights) read the names of the dead. When will the
established gay community be freed from the liberal
Democrat spell?

San Francisco LGLC
In early December I met with LGLC members in San

Francisco while my significant other attended a medical
meeting in that city. With George Meyer's impending
departure for the Los Angeles area, activists Mark
Fulwiler, Mark Valverde and Geoffrey Erikson will be

assuming leadership of SF LGLC.
The base of operations for LGLC in San Franciso is

the Free Forum Book Store, located in the Castro District.
I visited Free Forum and recommend it to all LGLC
members. The International Society for Individual Liberty
(ISL) is headquartered under the same roof. I also
recommend that LGLCers support ISIL. Mailing address

for ISIL is 1800 Market Street, San Francisco, CA
94102.

Mark Valverde, the Libertarian Party candidate for
the 13th District seat in California's state Assembly,
garnered 5,048 votes (3.6yA.The race was of national
interest, since Valverde was opposing powerful Democrat
demagogue Willie Brown in a heavily gay district.
Valverde and Geoffrey Erikson, who analyzed election
resultp, thought that Mark's vote totals were lowered
because the gay media blacked-out his campaign nearly
completely.
ACT-UP and Me

LGLC will get some national video exposure with
the airing of a talk show which featured your
International Coordinator in opposition to two ACT-UP
activists. The pilot of Peter Berman's "Point of View"
was taped in January 1993 in the University of
Michigan's Ann Arbor studios. The title of the show was
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"ACT-UP: Do the Ends
Justi$ the Means?" James

Learned of New York City
and Patrice Maurer of Ann
Arbor defended the tactics of
their organization.

I raised two points
where LGLC and other
libertarians oppose ACT-UP:
(1) While we do not object to
ACT-UP staging its guerrilla

theater on public property, it is morally and legally a

different matter when they invade private property. When
I stated that libertarians think it is wrong to violate
private property rights, Maurer declared that property is
based on force and is acquired in fact by theft. Although
Marxism is dead or dying in the former Soviet Union, it is
alive and well in the US. (2) When Mr. Learned
advocated socialized medicine and said "Because the US
is the only industrialized nation beside South Africa
without national healthcare, this is disgraceful," I replied
that "the only way the AIDS epidemic is going to be

solved is with Free Minds and Free Markets."
My thanks for this opportunity to producer Peter

Berman and to Emily Salvette, communications student
and member of the Ann Arbor Libertarian League.

For The Record: END THE BAN ON
GAYS AND LESBIANS IN THE
MILITARY NOW!

The US military is financed with tax dollars stolen
from citizens regardless of gender, race or sexual
orientation. Therefore everyone should be allowed to
serve. In fact, Senator Barry Goldwater, himself a retired
Air Force colonel, on a January 27, 1993 National Public
Radio broadcast, voiced a nearly identical opinion. I
continue to be one of Barry's boys! !

LGLC Newsletter is published quarterly by
Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns. Editor:
James L. Hudler. News and editorial material of
interest to our readership are solicited. Subscription
rate: $1 5.00 a year.

Signed articles contain the opinions of the
authors and do not necessarily reflect the position of
LGLC or LGLC Newsletter.

Subscribers are eligible for a free 3O-word
personal ad. Display ads are available at $4.00 per
column inch. The editor reseryes the right to refuse
any ad.

LGLC officers are James L. Hudler, lnternational
Coordinator; and Raymond Warner, Secretary. Our
new world headquarters is Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The mailing address for LGLC and L6LC
Newslelter is PO Box 447, Chelsea Ml 481 18.
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was denied a favorable endorsementby a supposedly gay

political action committee because, even though he

the fact that people who are interested in sex only with
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Abortion as a Gay lssue, women share equally with heterosexual women and

By paul varnell Particularly for a lesbian who engages in sex with men, it

THE RECENT ELECTIoN of President Bill Clinton seems downright bizane to say that undoing a natural

appears to assure for women the right to seek an abortion. result of a heterosexual act is somehow a homosexual

Clinton has stated that he will place justices on the issue. What then, one asks, would be a heterosexual issue

Supreme Court who favor abortioo righti, are willing to A second argument sometimes offered is that even

upirold Roe v. lltade or-better yet-reformulate the essential though abortion is not intrinsically a gay issue, it is a gay-

hotahg on a better-grounded Constitutional argument. In related issue in the current political context. That is,

additioi, Clinton is titety to overturn the ban on the because of the way the arguments are constructed, the

French abortion pill RU-4i6 and terminate the "gag-rulert case for abortion rights draws on the same set of

on discussion of abortion at federally-subsidized lamily principles about a p€rson's right to control his^ter own

planning clinics. body to which we as gays appeal for our own rights.

All this is to be welcomed, certainly by those of us This is a far more plausible-looking argument, but it
who reject the notion of flrll fetal personhood. too runs into diffrculties. It is at once too narrow and too

One ofthe advantages to us as gays in all this is that broad'

now we can begin to reclaim the fundamental single focus It is too narrow because the choice/privacy

of our movement. arguments, while potent, largely apply to gays only

For years many people in gay leadership positions insofar as they speak to the issue of sexual behavior in

insisted that abortion *ur u guy-i.iated issue, Lvin to ttre private-i.e., sodomy laws and the_ like- They have far less

extent of using scarce gay economic resources and force in such matters as gay cMl righS laws, gay access

personnel time tn abortion irru"r, barring anti-abortion to the military, adoption by gay parent, gay marriage and

gays from leadership or important stan poiitions, or else partnership rights, etc. In those areas, the argument for

irti-iauting them into hiding their real feelings about gay rights likely will have to be formulated less along

abortion. Not an edifing example of respect either for lines of privacy than those of equal treatment of persons,

diversity in our movement or for freedom of choice in equal protection of the laws, and so forth, on such bases

speech. as the 14th Amendment'

In Chicago recently, a legislator who had done But the privacy/choice argument also is too broad to

enormous work on behalf of a countywide gay rights law link abortion rights very snugly to gay issues. If we take

favored abortion rights, he opposed ori"g t*-aorirrcio lfwe are to defend people's right to do
pay for abortions. So much for rewarding our friends. WhAt they WAnt With their OWn bOdieS,

But it seems off that abortion should ever have been tr- ^-- -.-
thought of as a gay issue, let alone an issue ffi ffi then w9 might discover that laissez faire
po*., or., gay isiues,. Nothing seems more obvious than capitalism is a gay issue.

those of the same gender are just about the least likely to the principle seriously, then quite a number of other
want and abortion, or be harmed by their unavailability. choices und personal autonomy issues become equally

Three arguments to the contrary are usually 9tr:t q "gay related" issues. Decriminalization of drug use would
First, while gay men may not be interested in having 6 on. such, as would decriminalized prostitution. So, to

abortions, lesbian women might be. Some lesbian wome-n, the discomfort of some feminists, would be consensual
maybe many' engage in sex with men and. may. !y sadomasochism, and the production (and, if it follows,
accident become pregnant. Or, ofcourse, a lesbian might sale) ofpornography-all gay-related issues.
involuntarily become pregnant as the result.of sexual 'f 

we are to defend people,s right to do what they
assault. Or she might find that a fetus resulting-from want with their own bodies, iten *e -ight discover that
artificial insemination was deformed and would be htter bissez faire capitalism is a gay issue. Minimum wage
off not surviving. However unlikely these circumstances hws fatt before the principle o1personal autonomy, as do
may be for them personally, lesbians may have an interest statutory limitations on working hours and conditions. In
in presewing the right to an abortion in the event they fact, any economic arrangement between consenting
might need one' adults involving work with the body (and the mind too,

But each of these circumstances are ones that lesbian presumably, as part of
(See ABORTION on page 6)
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Politically, ACT-UP says flat out that they want more
government spending in AIDS research, support,
treatment, and education. If for no other reason,
Libertarians cannot support them on that point. As
Libertarians we understand that it is not the role of
government to provide medical treatment, education or
research money.

It is clear that ACT-UP has an objective of welfare
statism. While I cannot agree with this objective, I can
understand how they arrived at it. No one in ACT-UP
comes from libertarian circles, and of course none of them
comes from before the New Deal. Like most Americans,
the members of ACT-LIP grew up with the idea of
government as the great provider. It is only logical then
that they would feel betrayed by a government that was
not providing for their needs as well. The flaw in their
thinking is their misunderstanding of the proper role of
government, which I would attribute to government
schools far sooner than to malice.

Queer Nation on the other hand is strictly a sociaiist
organization. A little over a year ago, Queer Nation
disbanded, only to show up again about six months later.
At first, their tactics were similar to ACT-UP's: creating
scenes (such as disrupting church services) in order to get
media attention. It was never clear why they wanted this
attention, although depending on the group (lots of
factionalism here) their goals were sometimes simply
education (going to suburban malls for instance and
talking to people to help dismiss the many stereotypes
about homosexual people.) In other cases they held very
explicit demonstrations about what gay sex is all about.
This was purely for shock value. One famous case was in
a tiny California suburb called Alamo where the residents
of a small street named Gay Court asked the county to
change the name of their street. One Sunday morning

Queer Nation is strictly a socialist
organization.

some 30-35 members of Queer Nation descended upon
Gay Court and held a "kiss-in." Needless to say, the
residents of Gay Court rvere not suddenly enlightened to
their own homophobia and eager to embrace the gay
community. On the contrary. Those residents who
initially objected to the name change on the grounds that
they had no problern living on "Gay Court" were suddenly
on the side of those who wanted the name changed. Once
again the tactics of shock worked against the ostensible
goals of the gay rights activists, creating more animosity
toward the gay community than empathy torvard it.

Recently, Queer
(See QUEER on page 6)

Whither Liberty?: ACT-
UP, Queer Nation
By Geoffrey Erikson

Ir rs orrEN DrFFrcrr'r-T for gay libertarians to find
social outlets. Local LP groups are not usually geared

toward socializing and tend not to deal with gay topics.
(San Francisco is probably an exception, but then, you
might expect that.)

There are of course, other gay groups that one can
join, but in looking into some of them, I have found some
disturbing political trends. I'm sure that most gay people
in the US are familiar with ACT-irP and Queer Nation.
Before I joined the Libertarian movement I considered
joining one of those groups. In the case of ACT-UP
(AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power) I liked their
ostensible message but hated their tactics. I can certainly

If it is the purpose of ACT-(IP to win
support for gey causes from outside the
gay communia, they are not acting in
their best interests.

see value in getting the mainstream press to cover gay
issues, that seemed to be the goal of ACT-UP.
Unfortunately, their methods of getting the press'
attention left much to be desired.

One such attention getting ploy was a sit-in in the
middle of the Golden Gate Bridge which blocked traffic
for an hour. Other sit-ins have resulted in violent clashes
with the police, such as the October 6 police sweep of the
Castro in '89. The protesters in both cases got press
coverage-lots of it. Unfortunately, the public reaction to
both of these events was generally negative. Rather than
attracting friends to the cause, ACT-UP did much more to
turn potential friends against them.

The march on the San Francisco Civic Center in the
wake of governor Pete Wilson's veto of AB-101 (which
would have added sexual orientation to the list in
California's anti{iscrimination laws-more on that later)
ended in broken windows, property damage, and even a
sculpture in a public building being vandalized. The press

was all over this event for days afterward. The letters-to-
therditor in all of San Francisco's major newspapers
were overwhelmingly derisive of the gay community. In
fact, many people who had formerly supported gay causes
stated that they would no longer support "gay rights."

So if it is the purpose of ACT-UP to win support for
gay causes from outside the gay community, they are not
acting in their best interests. They are in fact, working
squarely in opposition to their alleged goals.
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Colorado: A
I ntent?
By Geoffrey Erikson

Matter of

I wAS AsKED recentl-v rvhether or not I thought that
Colorado's Amendment 2 rvas "anti-gay" from a

Libertarian perspective. My initial reaction rvas to say that
I'd have to knorv all of the details of the measure to know
exactly rvhat I thought of it. At this point, I haven't been

able to get a lot of information on the subject, but in
principle, I think that the case can be made for a yes

ansrver to that question.

Why Amendment 2 is not "Anti-gay"
In looking at the pros and cons of Amendment 2. it is

eary,' to see how this could factionalize some othenvise
solid constituencies. The proponents claimed that they
were not anti-ga1'. mcrclv anti-entitlement. If this rvere

the case, then Libertarians rvould support the
Amendment. For the benefit of
those not familiar rvith the
Libe(arian platform on "anti-
discrimination" laws. let's take a

bricl ovcn icrr'.

Libertarians do not support
the idea of discrimination on such
basis as race. color. sex. sexual
orientation per se. One of the key
clcments of Libertarian philosophy
is the concept of individualism. To
rr Libcrtarirrn. cuclt person is

unique and inviolable. to be

iudged b1' tliought. actions, and
n'ords. Since there is no such
thing as collective thoughts, from
utich all actions and rvords must
come. it is impossible to judge
collectivcs ofpeople.

When one hears the venom
and vitriol of racists and other
bigots. one is tempted to thing,
"There ought to be a lalv. "
Unfortunatell'. that is often the
conclusion at rvhich well-
intentioned people arrive. Passing
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Geoffrey Erikson is a San Franciso-based
LGLC activist.

It is the Libertarian belief that irrational ideas are

best dealt with through education and example, not

through legislation. So from this perspective, what can rve

say about Amendment 2.?

According to most gay "rights" activists, Amendment
2 is clearly anti-gay because it allorvs individuals to
discriminate against gay and men and lesbians in the

areas of employment and housing. In this sense, I must

disagree. Individuals have the right to discriminate in
their private affairs (rvhom they hire, to whom they rent,

etc.) and any larv to the contrary violates the rights of the
individual.

If it rvas the purpose of Amendment 2 to remove larvs

l'hich violate the individual's right to free association,
then Amendment 2 is not anti-gay. The advocates of
Amendment 2 hal'e not nade a conr.incing case that this
ryas their sole intention.

Why Amendment 2 /s Anti-gay
The real question here is one

of intent. The first strike against
the proponents o[ this measure is

their association rvith the
Religious Right. Major
organization, fundraising, and
other backing came from. in
particular, a group called
Colorado for Family Values. This
group rvould have a hard time
convincing anyone, least of all
Libertarians, that their sole

intention was to support
individual liberf-v-!

This is, of course, attributing
guilt by association, but in this
case, the evidence is damning
enough.

The second point to be made
is possibly the most obvious: if
the proponents of Amendment 2

were merely interested in
preserving freedom of
association, why did their
Amendment only name
homosexual men and rvomen?

Colorado, like most states,larvs against behavior rvhich is regarded as immoral or
irrational (and racism is both) has trvo major flarvs: (1)
legislating morality is itself immoral; and (2) it doesn't
u'ork.

One of the most fundamental freedoms guaranteed by
the Constitution is freedom of association. This includes
tlre freedom not to associate ivith oLhers regardless of the
reosotl. As is often said in Libertarran circles: if one does
not have the right to be rvrong. one has no rights at all.

has many "anti-discrimination" larvs in effect at both the
state and municipal level. Amendment 2 sought only to
remove "sexual-orientation" from the laundry list of
persons against whom it is illegal to discriminate. If the
goal of the proponents of Amendment 2 tvas to repeal
entitlements. they should have scrapped the laundry list.
not merely scratched gay men and lesbians from it.
Proponent

(See AltIEl,lDlr,tENT, page 7)



(QUEER, from page 4)

Nation stickers, which used to say things like "Promote
Homosexualit5/" or "Homophobia is a Social Disease,"

started saying things like "Support Radical Queer Labor."
I found out recenfly that Queer Nation is now being run
(at least in part) by the Wobblies, an old socialist labor
group. They are now giving classes in how to destroy
your place of employment (through goldbricking, creative

sabotage, grving away the store, and so on). This sounds

like comedy, but these people are serious. The Wobblies

are in perpetual time-warp, they seem to think it's still
1910. Now they have managed to convince a large

segment of gay activists that coercive organized labor

unionism is in their best interest. Obviously, this is the

very sort ofthing that Libertarians are against. Those of
us who have read any free-market economics know how

destructive to an economy unions usually are. (If you

don't, read Economics in One Lesson by Henry Hazlitt.)
Ultimately, these groups must collapse upon their

invalid and mistaken premises. In the meantime, they
work against the very thing that really does need to be

accomplished, the recognition of the sovereign right of
the individual regardless of sexual orientation. While we

struggle for that, we must not lose sight of freedom of
association and other rights which these statist, sorcalled

"rights" groups have never recognized.

For gay Libertarians, there just isn't much out there

for us to support or become involved in. For this reason it
is important that we have international libertarian
organizations like LGLC, and affiliated local groups, like
GLIL in Washington DC and the Lib€rty Belles

Philadelphia. If there is no local gay libertarian group in
your area, start one. You would be doing yourself and

your local gay community a big favor. !

ABORTION, from page 3.

the body) becomes not only defensible, but a gay issue just

as much as abortion rights because it appeals to the same

principle. it is surprising that pro-choice gay activists

have not embraced these other issues as zealously as

abortion.
But a third argument is sometimes made that links

abortion rights to gay rights: After all, "none ofus is free

until all ofus are free" and "all oppressions are one." But
these are slogans, not arguments, and, in any case, they

are both obviously false and far too broad. Some people

are obviously "freer" than others and "oppressions" differ
widely in range and intensity.

People as different as gays', women, Jews, atheists,

Hispanics, polygamous Mormons, people with disabilities,
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Colorado lnitiative
By Josh Friedman

Friedman wrote this letter to the editor o/The Wall
Street Journal in December.

VrNcrNr Cannolloffered a good defense of his

fellow Coloradans and why they voted for an apparently
anti-gay initiative ["Coloradans on the Gay Amendment,"
December 151. But I have a question for that vaguely
libertarian 40 percent of his newspaper's readers who
voted for the amendment because they opposed special

rights: Would they have supported an amendment that

barred any claims under the state's anti-discrimination
law by Jews, say, or by blacks? Or is it only gays who

shouldn't have "special rights"? A consistent libertarian
would say that all anti-discrimination laws violate
individual rights. Those who favor anti-discrimination
laws, except for gays, would seem to be motivated by

something other than libertarianism. n

African-Americans and men in divorce courts are all
treated unequally (or denied equal freedom or regarded as

unequal) in velv different ways and for very different
historical reasons. Gays and polygamous Mormons are

treated unequally by marriage laws. Jews and atheists are

treated unequally by Sunday closing laws. Women and

people with disabilities have not always had the

differences of their bodily capacities assessed accurately.

Gay activists urging support for abortion have given

us no reason why we should not equally include activism
for these other issues, yet it is called for by the
principle(s) to which they appeal. Those issues are not as

important? To whom?
On some issues, to be sure, some of us have the same

enemies, so it may be prudent sometimes to form
temporary tactical alliances with one or another group on

such things as lobbying for remedial legislation,
supporting or opposing Supreme Court justices, or
diversity-awareness public relations campaigns.

The world is full of inequalities and limits to
autonomous action. To work against any of them is

honorable. As that old multi-culturalist Thomas Aquinas
said, "Do good, avoid evil." But there is no way that one's
being gay determines which of them to work for. Perhaps

then, it is permissible to work for one's own liberation?
Is that not what the original gay liberation movement was

all about?

Chicago-based Paul Varnell writes for the Windy
City Times and other publications. Subscribe /o Windy
City Times, 970 lltest Montana, 2nd Floor, Chicago IL
50s14. n
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AMENDMENT, from page 5

s and contributors to the measure said that they opposed

"preferential treatment" based on sexual orientation, but
never mentioned opposing preferential treatment based
upon any.thing else.

The most disturbing element of this amendment is
that, like the laws it repeals, no distinction is made
between the public and private sectors. Apparently,
Amendment 2 repeals anti-discrimination toward gay
men and lesbians in "public accommodations." I haven't
the slightest idea what they mean by that (an attempt to
curb "tea room" activity?), but it does strike me that to
deny "public accommodations" to certain segments of the
public smacks of taxation without representation.

In every case, it is clear that the proponents of
Amendment 2 were not in the least interested in
preserving individual liberty and the right to free
association-I wonder what the Colorado for Family
Values people would do if a gay business owner fired an
employee on the basis of an employee's being a Christian-

LGLC CONTACTS
California: George Meyer, 20 Ford Street San
Francisco, CA94114
California: Allen J. Lopp, PO Box 3691, Cerritos, CA
90703-3691 (Los Angeles area)
Colorado: Chris Bogart, 2030 Spruce Street, Apt. 1,
Boulder CO 80302 (new)
Distrid of Columbia.' Kelly Young, c/o GLIL, PO Box
65743, Washington Square Station, Washington, DC
20035
Florida: Ron Farago, PO Box 143, Cape Canaveral, FL
32920
Maryland: Donald C. Monroe, PO Box 383,
Bladensburg, MD 20710
Michigan: James L. Hudler, PO Box 447, Chelsea, Ml
481 18 (Ann Arbor area)
Michigan: Raymond Warnel 1OO1 E. Jefferson
Avenue, Apt. 417, Detroit, Ml 48207
New Jersey; Philip De Block, PO Box 89, Kearny NJ
07032 (new)
New York: Ross lvan Jacobs, (212) 473-6248, (New
York City)
Pennsylvania; Liberty Belle Political Action Group,
Continental Station PO Box 40085, Philadelphia, pA
19106
Texas: Donald Jatho, {o Chain Drive, 504 Willow
Street Austin, TX78701
Virginia: Dave Edmondson, 120 A East Raymond
Avenue, Alexandria VA 22301-1 140 (new)
Washington.' Dave Doss and David Morton, 3724 N.
28th Street Tacoma, WA 98407, CompuServ e-mail
75070,2252
Australia: Steven Gerakiteys, P.O. Box 352, G.p.O.,
Canberra, A.C.T. 2601, Australia (new)

they are merely trying to deprive what they perceive as
rights to gay men and lesbians. To use libertarian rhetoric
to persuade some Conservative, Libertarian or New
center voters that they are not merely trying to impose
Christian morality on the general populace is testimony to
their duplicity.
Whither Now?

The real test will be to see where the proponents of
Amendment 2 go from here. If their next target in
Colorado is anti-discrimination laws in general, then their
claims that they are "not anti-rights, just anti-privilege"
will right true. However, I do not think that his is the
course that they will take.

The most likely course of action for the Colorado for
Family Values coalition-now that they have done away
with anti-discrimination laws for gay men and lesbians-
will b€ to remove what they perceive to be other privileges
that gay men and lesbians currently have (but, of course,
don't deserve). These privileges are likely to include
eligibility to hold business licenses, to own real property,
to hold government jobs or to vote. As Oregon proved,
voters are not likely to accept this all in one package. The
Colorado Christians are betting that they can succeed if
they push it through piecemeal.

Unfortunately, it is difficult for Libertarians to take a
position on this issue. We cannot support "anti-
discrimination" laws without contradicting or
philosophical platform. At the same time, it would
certainly not be in our best interest to cheerlead for the
Religious Right. On a PR basis it would be disastrous, but
it would also go against our platform oftolerance for all
lifestyles. Even if we agree with the Religious Right on
the principal of "privileges," it is important that we first
take in account their intentions. Ultimately, in these
cases, the intentions of the activists will belie their claims
and show their true agenda. In the case of Colorado, we
must take the position that equality without special
privilege will mean getting government out of the
individual's right to flree association.
Post Script: the Case Against the
Boycott

To boycott the entire state Colorado over the passage
of Amendment 2 is to punish the many for the actions of
the few. History has shown that boycotts, unless very
clearly specified and delineated , tend to do more harm
than good. A clear example ofthis is the boycott against
South Africa, which had a net result of causing massive
unemployment among blacks there. In Colorado, the
effect has been much the same.

With gay men and lesbians boycouing Colorado,
many of the gay-owned businesses are suffering. Recent

(See AMENDMENT, page 9)
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Hate Crime Laws
By Dave D. Doss

IN run DEBATE about hate crimes laws, particularli'
penalty enhancement laws, many Libertarians will argue

that hate crime legislation and penalty enhancement laws

are unnecessary because current larvs are adequate to deal

with the problem. The main premise of these arguments is

that hate has no special impact on the commission of a
crime and that all assaults, vandalism, trespasses,

murders should be treated alike.
One can argue as to the meaning of hate or bias, but

for the purposes of this essay the meaning shall be limited
to intimidation, actual or perceived, if based on race,

color, religion, national origin or sexual orientation,
which places a reasonable person in fear of life, personal

safety or harm to property. Some states and localities may

expand or limit the above definition but it should sen'e as

a general launching ground for discussion.

Crimes motivated by hate and bias do add a ne\\'

dimension of terror and harm to victims alreadr
brutalized by the effects of a crime and victims should

have adequate recourse for restitution and justice. Unless

one has been a victim of bigotrl'. acceptance of the harm

of bias is very difficult to understand. It may be like the

gun owner and advocate who has never had to look do*'n
a gun barrel pointed b1' someone else; his attitude about

gun larvs ma1'change forever.

As Justice John Paul Ster.'ens has noted in his

concurrence on R.l. Ii t,s S/. Paul, "One need look no

further than the recent unrest in the nation's cities to see

that race-based threats may cause more harm to socieh'

and to individuals than other threats." He also noted in
the same opinion:

"Conduct that creates special risks or causes special

Crimes motivated by hute und bias udd u
new dimension of terror und harm

harms may be prohibited by special rules. Lighting a flte
near an ammunition dump or gasoline storage tank is

especially dangerous; such beha'tior may be punished

more severely than burning trash in a vacant lot.

Threatening someone because of her race or religious

beliefs may cause particularly severe trauma or touch off a
riot, and threatening a high public offtcial may cause

substantial social disruption; such threats may be

punished more severely than threats against someone

based on, say, his support of a padcular athletic team,

There are legitimate, reasonable, and neutral justiltcations

for such special rules."
It is important to note in the above the last sentence

that criteria for hate crime legislation should be bascd on

"legitimate, reasonable, and neutral justifications." Care

must be taken that hate crime legislation does not infringe
on constitutionally protected speech, such as speech codes

rvhich have no place in our societ-v.

What is different in a bias-based crime is intent and

motive, both of which are not new to jurisprudence and

can be demonstrated by circumstantial evidence. For
example, the impact of a cross-burning or a swastika

daubing is far greater than the spray-painting of graffiti
on a subway car.

One argument against hate crime legislation has been

that someone is being punished not just for his deeds but
for his perceived intentions and motivations against a

victim. There is much precedent in law to consider the

intent of the perpetrator in a crime and to assess

punishment accordingly. Currently there are varions

Restitution is very importunt, for it is the
cornerstone of a libertarian legul system.
Crimes are committed aguinst
individuuls, not the stute.

degrees of homicides, assaults, and burglaries rvhich take

into account perceived motives and intent of tltc
perpetrator rvhich must be proved b-v the prosecution to a

judge or jury.
For example, in the case of homicide there are

various degrees of nomenclature for basically the samc

consequence, namely that someone dies. The difference in
the ultimate charge and punishment is predicated upon

motivation and intent. No one rvould be punished the

same for a homicide that is accidental or committed in the

heat of passion as someone u'ho spends time planning a

murder. In the first instance no murder rvas intended. in
the second a deliberate criminal act \vas contemplated.

Hate crimes should be viewed in the same light.
Although perpetrators of hate crimes seldom knotv their
victims by name, they often plan or intend to inflict harm

on some member of a group. To these people anyone rvho

fits a particular profile or stereotlpe is subject to

victimization. Often members of these groups live rvith
the thought in the back of their minds that at any moment
they may become a victim of hate motivated crime based

solely on some bigot's perceptions.

Another argument against hate crime legislation is

that it infringes on constitutionally protected free speech.

Would anyone agree that the right to free speech is

boundless in that one may say or act in an1' manner and

not be held accountable for his rvords or deeds'/

Is speech rvhich has onh' as its purpose to incrtc
r iolence or r nol
protecled b1' thc First (See ()lU:\tE,S. pase 9i
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CNMES, from page 8

Amendment? Can the perpetrator expect no reprisal and
later claim he did nothing wrong because the First
Amendment protects his speech?

Those against hate crime legislation believe that
penalty enhancement statutes have no merit because they
add a penalty to the thoughts of the perpetrator, which
ma1'be a violation of the First Amendment. The verdict is
still out as to whether penalty enhancement statutes
violate the Constitution, as there are several cases headed
to the Supreme Court which may decide the issue.

When legislating we should remember the words of
Frederic Bastiat: "the purpose of law is to prevent an
injustice from reigning." Libertarians may wish to look
carefully at rhe model legislation developed by the B,nai
B'rith Anti-Defamation League (ADL) and the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). Current laws treat such
things as murder, assault, trespass, vandalism as crimes
in essence committed against the state. The victim has
little or no recourse to restitution for the crimes
committed against him. The ADL and ACLU models
recommend civil restitution to the victim. Restitution is
very important, for it is the cornerstone of a libertarian
legal system. Crimes are committed against individuals,
not the state. The individual should have recourse to
restitution for all crimes in an attempt to restore his
livelihood to the state prior to the crime. The amount of
restitution should be left to a jury to decide based on
testimony and evidence, with no arbitrary limits imposed
by statute. The law should allow the jury to decide how
much harm was done to a person who is the victim of a
hate motivated crime, the law (or statute) itself can not
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a crime nor should laws attempt to prevent societal
interaction, either beneficial or harmful, but laws should
only attempt to correct an injury or injustice.

In the wake of the Supreme Court decision last year,
nearly every law in the United States regarding hate
crimes will be reevaluated. Including civil restitution and
penalty enhancement in the new legislation could be a
blessing in disguise. Currently most crimes are brought to
prosecution by the state. Also the state decides whether or
not to prosecute a crime and decides what the punishment
will be. Would it not be better if hate crimes could be
interpreted so that the victim has more say as to the
charges and punishment? Would it not be better if the
victim has access to restitution, than the perpetrator being
sent to jail at taxpayer expense?

Libertarians should add their voices, not their
dissension, left in the wake of the.St. paul decision, to
advance justice. Hate crimes lawa all across the country
will be rewritten in order to comply, or attempt to comply,
with the Suprerne Court decision. Libertarians can add
their voices to correct an injustice and advance the notion
of libertarian justice. Current laws are insuffrcient to
remedy the harm done by hate or any other crime because
most laws do not allow restitution to the victim. The ADL
and ACLU model legislation adds the just element of civil
restitution based on the degree of harm done to the
victim. The concept of restitution is a basic principle of
libertarian justice and through this opportunity
libe(arians could and should advance the idea of
restitution for crimes committed against people to other
areas. n

ln response to your requests, LGLC Newsleffer is
mailed in an envelope.

adopt the instrumentality to determine the degree of
harm. Penalty enhancement laws with civil restitution are
on the right road to a libertarian system ofjustice, where
a crime is committed against a person and not the state.
where the victim has recourse for restitution.

Hate crime penalty enhancement laws that the ADL
and ACLU propose are not intended to protect people
from criminal acts, but rather to seek adequatejustice and
restitution for a crime. Society has a long held certain
behavior not to be tolerated. Penalty enhancement laws do
not punish one's beliefs but rather specific acts. If
someone holds bigoted opinions, that is his right, but it is
not his right to injure or terrorize others because of those
beliefs.

Hate crime laws should not be equated with
affrrmatile action and anti-discrimination lau,s. Some of
the most disturbing aspects of affrrmative action and anti-
discrimination laws are attempts to correct one injustice
by incurring other injustices. penalty enhancement
legislation, such as the ADL and ACLU models, seeks to
only to remedy a wrong committed. Laws cannot prevent

AMENDMENT, from page 7

reports from friends in the Denver area say that many gay
bars there and also in Aspen and Boulder had closed due
to lack of business. The Christian and Conservative
estabhshment on the other hand have little to lose from
such a boycott-their businesses have never depended upon
"gay dollars" and likely never will.

Without a specific target, the boycott of Colorado is
bound to hurt the very people it is intended to help. What
rvould be far more helpful to the gay community in
Colorado would be for gay men, lesbians, and qympathetic
heterosexual people to go to Colorado and make a
concerted effort to patronize gay establishments. This
would be far more effective in empowering the gay
community there than driving them out of business. n
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GLIL News
Gavs AND LrssmNs for

Individual Liberr-v held elections in
November. New offtcers are:

President Kelly Young, Treasurer

David Edmondson, and Secretary

Richard Sincere. GLIL continues to

hold its montily happy hour meeting

at Trump€ts Bar and Grill on DuPont
Circle on the first Tuesday of each

month. They also hold monthlY
program meetings. The current
schedule is: February 17, "Our New

Democratic President," discussion by

David Boaz; March 17, "The Third
Way-Political Alternatives," bY

Richard Sincere. For information call

Kelly Young 703-204-0122, or write
to GLIL, PO Box 65743, Washington

Square Station, Washington DC
2003s. !

Mandatory AIDS Testi ng
Proposed in MarYland
By Dave Edmondson

The following was a letter to the editor in the

Washington Post. Edmondson is a DC-area attorney.

IN e Closs to Home piece [June 2], Maryland

legislator Ulysses Currie @-Prince George's) argues that

Maryland's poliry protecting the confidentiality of HIV-
positive persons hampers the state's efforts to control the

spread of AIDS. Nonetheless, Mr. Currie's proposal to

abolish this policy arises from misguided paternalism,

since his proposal is less effective than universal
precautions.

Mr. Currie argues that Maryland should permit HIV
testing without informed consent so that firefighters and

other emergency-response personnel may know when they

have been exposed to HIV. This line of reasoning has two

flaws. First, if a person has come into contact with HIV
within the past six montls, that person's immune system

may not yet have produced antibodies to the virus, in
which case an HlV-antibody test will yield a false

negative. Accordingly, even coerced testing will not

always yield the information that Mr. Currie seeks to

obtain. Second, Mr. Currie fails to explain why coerced

testing provides more protection than simple presuming

all persons to be HlV-positive and acting accordingly.

Mr. Currie criticizes Maryland for "leaving it up to

AIDS victims to decide whether to tell their sexual

partners or IV needle sharers that they may have been
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LGLC members after their October 12, 1992 meeting at
Washington, DC's Channel tnn. Pictured are: (standing, I to r)
Mark Fulwiler, Chris Bogart, Jeffrey Corrick, Nelson Rosado, Philip
De Block, Daryle Powers; (below) David Edmondson, Kelly Young,
and Ray Birks. Photo bY J. Hudler'

exposed to the virus." Yet he does not explain why such

people cannot practice safer sex or clean their needles.

Certainly, preventing transmission is a more effective way

of protecting oneself from AIDS than learning after the

fact that one may have been exposed. Also, while Mr.

Currie argues from analogy and conjecture that his

proposal should work, the history of the AIDS epidemic

in America shows that safer sex and other precautions do

work.
Finally, Mr. Currie attempts to show the cost-

effectiveness of his proposal by comparing the costs of
partner notification and AIDS treatment these figures

mean nothing until we know how many HIV
transmissions each partner notification will prevent. n

LGLC Seattle
WasHrucroN srarp LGLC members Dave Doss and

David Morton have been invited to give a seminar series

on Libertarianism and the Gay Movement at Seattle Gay

University, a private school where members of the gay

community teach each other about subjects with which
they are familiar. Doss and Morton plan to cover History
and Philosophy of Libertarianism and the Gay Movement

on March 13, 1993; Current Topics, including taxation,

anti-discrimination laws, hate crimes, and AIDS on

March 20; plus addtional topics including same-sex

marriages on March 27. The phone number for Seattle

Gay University is206-323-1483. n
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Election Returns
By Raymond Warner

HeRB's rHE GAy vote breakdown for Prez, per CNN:
Clinton 7l percent; Bush 17 percent; and Perot 12

percent.
And here are the totals for "Gay Rights" votes:

Oregon, the Yes voters won 56 to 44; Colorado, the No
voters won 57 to 43 Portland, Maine, the Yes voters won
5'7 to 43', and Tampa, Florida, the No voters won 58 to 42.

I've got a suggestion to LGLC members, which
occurred to me on election night when yours truly got a
call from Overlooked Opinions about
the election. I of course, told them I
had voted for Marrou-who ended up
in the Other Candidate category. So I
suggest if you run across one of their
ads or mailings, be sure to sign up,
because they need all the libertarian-
market input they can get. In
Trotskyite terms I regard this as a
matter of organizational discipline !

Why do I keep slipping up and
saying "President Carter" when
referring to our new Prez?

If, for the sake of argument, we say that Bush was the
conservative candidate, Perot the populist, and Clinton
the liberal, then where did the "soft" libertarian vote end
up? We know Marrou didn't get it. The perception of
Clinton as pro-business, pro-civil rights, and a military
reductionist probably appealed to both moderate
Republicans and soft-core libertarians. The margin of
victory for Clinton was the same as the number of
Republican defections.

Personally, I'm glad Clinton won. I've been a
libertarian-democrat for some time now. I vote in the
Democratic primaries and then vote libertarian in the

general election.
Saving the Supreme Court, preserving Roe v. I[/qde,

and ending the military's gay ban are prime issues for me
and for many gays, and Clinton looks good to me on these
issues. As far as the economy is concerned, Greenspan
will remain Fed Chair for another three years-and besides,
Clinton couldn '/ run deficits higher than Reagan/Bush.

Here's my cabinet suggestions: Gore Vidal for
Secretary of State. He's kin to the Kennedys and the VP
Gore, our royal family.

Secretary of Treasury: Merv Griffrn. Super-rich.
Secretary of Defence: Pete

Williams. Experienced.
Attorney General: Barney

Frank. Best legal mind, fun in
lockerrooms.

Secretary of Interior: Al
Parker. In a Ranger uniform, of
course!

Secretary of Agriculture: Del
Martin. There goes my vow not
to dojokes about lesbians.

Secretary of Commerce:
Madonna. Who's more

commercial?
Secretary of Labor: John Rechy. Or perhaps Trade

Representative.

Secretary of Health and Human Services: Larry
Kramer. Will rid us of CDC and FDA.

Secretary of HUD: Ralph Lauren. Designer cities.
Secretary of Energy: Richard Simons. Who has more

enerry?
Secretary of Education: Camille Paglia. See her

debate with William Bennett.
Veteran's Administration Director: Quentin Crisp.

Noted for entertaining WWII GIs. !

REGISTRATION FORM
LGLC MARCH ON WASIIINGTON, APRIL 1993

NAME

ADDRESS

trI will attend the LGLC March April 25. trI will attend the LGLC brunch April 24.
trI will attend the LGLC fund-raising dinner April 24 ($30.00/person, checks payable to
LGLC, P0 Box 447, Chelsea MI481l8). I prefer trbeef, Echicken, trfish.
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San Francisco LGLC

holiday party,
December 5,1992.
Pictured are (in back,
I to r): George Meyer,
David Boaz, Vince
Miller, Ron Dorsey,
Mark Valverde,
Ragnar Danneskjold;
(in front) Stephen
Bone, Bill Hamilton,
James Hudler, Mark
Fulwiler,
David
Lancaster,
and Geoffrey
Erikson.

The Wings Theatre
Comp&hy, Inc.
154 Christopher Street
NewYork, NY 10014
(2r2) 627 -2e60
In our Gay Play Series for 1993:

tAilGS, March 2-April 16

SEX GBUISI, April 3-May l6
NIGHI lN IHE MINESHAFI, May 22-July 4

JOIN US!
trI'd tike to be part of LGLC. Here's 15 for a year's membership (includes LGLC Newsletter).

I'd like to do more. Here's my EI$30 tr$50 for a Sustaining Membership.
EI don't want to join right now but please send me LGLC Newsletter.

Here's $15 to cover a year's subscription.

NAM

PHO

Send your check, payable to L()LC, to PO Box 447' Chelsea MI48118.
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